REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!

Email registration requests to staffdevelopment@deanza.edu

Partners in Learning

FLOURISHING IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Friday - March 4, 9am - 4pm Conference rooms A & B

• What must our students know to thrive in the world they are inheriting?
• How will we get them to know what they need to know?
• What preparation do they need to get them there?
• How will we know if we got them to know it?

student facilitated talks include:

► Let a thousand artists bloom – Eugene Rodriguez, Art
► Dirty math: Engaging students in & out of the classroom
  — Melissa Aguilar, SSC, Yuan Kuo, SSC, and Doli Bambhana, Math
► Why do students need us when they already have Google? — Toño Ramirez, Philosophy
► How will we maintain our health? The future of health professionals — Jeff Schinske, Bio
► Cross training the mind for intellectual and academic growth — Marshall Hattori, English
► The world twittering, De Anza flutters: Finding inspiration during challenging times
  — Virginia Marquez, EOPS
► Honoring students while changing the educational domain
  — Kristin Skager, Reading & Paula Silva, English & Doli Bambhana, Math

Join Your Colleagues!

PGA | PAA | Stipends for PT faculty | Meals | Use your Flex day!

Sponsors
• Office of Instruction
• Institute of Community & Civic Engagement
• Classified Senate
• Staff & Organizational Development
• Academic Senate

For more information contact:
Cynthia Kaufman  x8739
Conference Coordinator
kaufmancynthia@deanza.edu